Table Talk – May 2020

Our President speaks….
“I hope you have all kept well since lockdown, and have had support from
friends and family. I have certainly seen a lot of that happening in the
community and between our club members.
Life after bridge, except it is not really, with all the online options available. But
not regularly meeting up with and playing bridge with our club members, is
what is missing. And we all look forward to the day when we can happily
announce that Franklin Bridge Club is open for business again.
You have probably seen the advice that NZ Bridge, after consulting with the
Ministry of Health, are recommending we do not recommence until we have
safely reached level 1. The reasoning is sound in the terms of the nature of
how we play bridge and the age profile of our club members. After all, we
closed our club to protect the health of all of us.
There is however, clearly, a growing sense of frustration that the current
constraints on our life are no longer necessary, and it is time we got back to
normality. And that view finds support amongst a number of health and
science professionals. However, to open at this time, even if we can achieve
social distancing and suitable levels of hygiene, against the recommendation of
NZ Bridge, would be in my opinion foolhardy, and we would open ourselves to
criticism. For that reason, I do not currently recommend nor support a return
to club sessions just yet. We all want to. It is just not quite the right time to do
so. But hopefully that day is fast approaching.
We can be very grateful that we continue to have plenty of bridge options
online, and regular communications from people dedicated to bridge, like
Richard.
I have been keeping an eye on the club, and can assure everyone, it is still
there. The weeds got away in the carpark, but I have now dealt to those, and
Roni has managed to get back on his mower and the grass is under control. We
will keep the premises clean, and ready for when we can fire up again.
Keep safe everyone, and we will be back around the tables before you know it.

Members away from Bridge
What have they been doing?
made bread, cakes, preserves, soup, Whittaker’s chocolate pots

Vegetable soup

chocolate pots

Bread, fresh from the oven and equally fresh mushrooms from the fields
•
•
•

picked beans, mushrooms from the fields
tended our gardens and/or paddocks
predator control

The Beauty

and

The Beast

straight from the garden

•
•

We are, of course, referring
to the possum, not Ann
Anderson’s very dependable
husband, Jock.

lots of walks, a certain amount of exercycling
played bridge on line and plenty of it. See for instance the story from
Jonathan Taylor below.
Refreshments Corner

gin to be drunk and gin already drunk.
Any guesses as to whose garden this might be?

Drank wine. Drank gin -- a surprising amount by all
accounts. One club member having to resort to "borrowing" a
bottle from a brother-in-law with a well-stocked cellar.
Hanging out for a haircut

Lovely Cake

well, most bridge players are! The birthday cake of Judy
Collins’ granddaughter who
helped grandmother decorate
The Workers or “The Sheep Shifters”
Not all of us were sitting round drinking gin! In reply to a "how's it
going?" email Teresa Phillips told our roving reporter around Anzac Day
(“roving” between phone and email only we gather!):
"I sit down at night and want to go to sleep!! Got 115 fat lambs away today,
pleased as the works are on go slow with social distancing. I've got lots of other
computer work to do so haven't played bridge. Still thinking about practising
golf.
I'm getting plenty of exercise spraying with a knapsack, 50+ litres a day in areas
I can't get to with my quad bike. That's after we've shifted stock to paddocks
that have grass and water. Still haven't had enough rain to fill up the dams.
Shifted two mobs of 300 sheep today and tomorrow. Our worker and I have a
mob of 500 to bring through our airstrip into a paddock across from our
woolshed then another mob of 500 to get out of one paddock, bring them into
our lane, then take them through two other paddocks to one that has enough
grass and water for 500. The other 350 sheep will need shifting over the
weekend.
Neal is going for long ebike rides. A neighbour had done some shopping for us
and stopped for a wine with us, social distancing under the portico. It was nice
to have a chat with someone else. "

In case you have forgotten, that was Teresa talking. I can verify that Kevin, Arie
Chris or indeed I have not moved anything like that number of sheep…and nor
do we intend to!
Other Activities (nothing so strenuous as the above story)
•
•
•
•

shifted house (maybe that is even more strenuous!)
played the piano
had a Letter to the Editor about the joys of bridge published in the NZ
Herald (Teresa had no time to draft any such letters)
did jigsaws

Lots of members have been doing jigsaws, and borrowing and lending
them back and forth. Country scenes, overseas destinations, flowers,
animals. Big ones, round ones, hard ones! (aren’t they all?) One of the
more interesting ones was done by Maggie Urlich. Her daughter Megan
lives in Dubai with her husband and 4 children, and one of the tourist
attractions at Dubai is the QE II former ocean liner, anchored at a marina
and serving as a luxury hotel. On an earlier visit, Maggie, Megan and
family had dined in the restaurant on board, and photos had been
taken. Megan had had one of the photos converted into a 1000- piece
jigsaw, and Maggie's been completing it during lockdown.
And Cheers to the bridge players
Bridge at The Mill
As reported by Jonathan Taylor
“Despite working from home, the New Zealand Steel Information Services
lunchtime game was as strong as ever thanks to BBO. Our regular four are
myself, Grant Andrew, Maria Casci and Ilian Trifinov with the partnerships
rotating. . I brought Ilian along to the Franklin Club as a visitor on a couple of
Wednesdays last year and he was going to join this year after daylight
saving…but a little virus got in the way!
We also have a voice hook-up with Microsoft Teams to allow the usual "jovial"
banter. The usual lines such as "1 you say?", "How many more do I need/can
I lose?", and the odd "having none?" still slips out - as if a computer could
allow a revoke! There is the odd "director please" when we hear a "sotto voce"
comment in the background from Maria's direction. Chris is an avid kibitzer
and even filled in one day.
Our life partners have quickly learnt that the "do not disturb" sign is still out
from 12 to 1pm week days. I'm displeased to say that Grant is leading for the
month. We're not very competitive - ha!”

Celebrations
Congratulations to Gill and Dermot Murphy on their golden wedding
anniversary.

Is this Dermot celebrating his 50th wedding anniversary? I am trying hard to see
if Gill is on the back of the bike but as yet cannot see her. Perhaps she is
cooking the anniversary dinner?
Congratulations on the birth of a little granddaughter, Lilly, to Jenny and Dan
Colgan.
Also, to Dennise Biddick on the birth of Brooklyn. Both little girls were born
outside their grandparents' "bubble”, so the Colgan’s had to wait several
weeks to go to the North Shore to see Lilly, and Dennise to drive down to
Tauranga to visit Brooklyn. Thank goodness for Skype!
And to the “workers”
Teresa and Neal Phillips expect a new grandchild next month in Mt.
Maunganui. Travel is now permitted as they're lined up to mind 2- year old
Sorcha.
Oh yes, Bridge!
Several Franklin players have been playing regularly on Bridge Base Online, an
excellent place to while away a few hours until your favourite and other bridge
clubs reopen. As we said last month, if you would like to play either in the
organised events or just privately by yourself, and are feeling a little tentative,
just contact one of the following who will give you a helping hand to get going:

Carol De Luca

Richard Solomon

Chris Glyde

Caroline Griffin

Darren Old

Jonathan Taylor

(contact details in your program book)
And, of course, we must have a bridge hand. It is really a shame when you
struggle to make 3NT when you could so easily have been making a minor suit
slam. Take a look at a hand I played recently in on-line bridge:
North Deals
None Vul

♠Q76
♥ J 10 2
♦K8753
♣ 10 8

♠KJ5432
♥AK3
♦—
♣J532
N
W

E
S

♠ A 10 8
♥Q7654
♦J94
♣76

♠9
♥98
♦ A Q 10 6 2
♣AKQ94
West
Pass
Pass
Pass
All pass

North
1♠
2♠
4♣
5♦

East
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
2♦
3♣
4 NT
6♣

The key moment in the bidding came after South bid 3. With a very
minimum hand and a good double hold in the unbid suit, hearts, it would be
tempting for North to bid 3NT, which would probably have ended the auction.
With East very likely to lead a heart, declarer might duck the first round but
would win the heart continuation. Declarer has 8 tricks, five clubs, A, and
AK and needs a ninth to come from spades. If they misguess, the contract
could fail. Even 4 would be a better contract despite three possible trump
losers.
However, the best contract of all is 6 which should make even if the declarer
misguesses the spade position. In the bidding, all North has to do is raise 3 to
4 and their partner will do the rest. 4NT was Key Card Blackwood with the

5 response showing 1 or 4, one being enough for South to want to be in
slam.
On the expected J lead, declarer can win, draw trumps and play a spade. The
spade suit can soon be set up for enough winners to discard diamonds and to
make slam very comfortably.
Another good reason to support clubs is North’s diamond void. Often, a void in
partner’s suit is really a negative feature when playing 3NT. As you can see,
North could not take a diamond finesse unless the opponents were kind
enough to lead the suit. Game in either black suit would be preferable to being
in 3NT.
Sometimes rejecting the no-trump game works best. Even if South did not
have 4 clubs, as South might need to make up a forcing 3 bid with only 3
clubs, the partnership should still be able to reach safety in the spade game.
Being in 3NT is often the right action for a weakish opener, but not when you
have a void in partner’s suit and or when partner’s strength is unknown.
Here’s hoping we will indeed “see” you all in June before the June issue of
“Table Talk” is published.

“Easter in isolation”
Richard Solomon

New Zealand National Rubber Bridge
Entries are now requested for this tournament
The format is that clubs with 2 or more entries to hold a knock-out event at
club level and the club winners will then enter the general pool at a level
appropriate for your number of entries. Ask someone in your Club to promote
local entries. Please get behind this. If Auckland/Northland have enough
entries, it may be allowed two finalists to go through to National Congress.
DETAILS:
•
•
•

Entry fee: Nil
Venue: At clubs or at private homes (private homes at level 2!!)
Entries to Sue Brown: Email brownrs@xtra.co.nz or phone (09) 4076917 or (027)
5403312 Please include your phone number, email and your club or clubs.
• The draw for the first round or two will be arranged by location. You will be given the
draw and then will have about 2 weeks to arrange and play your first match with your
opponents
• Entries by Friday 29th May, 2020
• For the overall Auckland winning pair the final three rounds of this tournament are
played at National Congress 25th September -3rd October at Hamilton. This
tournament fits in around the Pairs events
• The finalists MUST be available to play in Hamilton
• The pair/s going to Hamilton will receive an accommodation/travel subsidy
• There is significant prize money for the overall winners
• The initial knock out rounds are to be completed as soon as possible but are dependent
in the size of your club entry and the total entry. If your club entry is large then 2 pairs
may enter the final knock out stages
• The draws will be as far as possible selected by location
=========================================================
WHAT IS RUBBER BRIDGE?
•
•

•
•
•

It is a game played with the shuffling of hands and you score according to what you
make. It’s the same as duplicate except you do not get a bonus of 50 for a part score but
more than one part scores that add up to 100 constitute a game.
You need two games to make a rubber and then get a bonus for the rubber. A slam
bonus still applies At the end of the 30 board match there are bonuses for one game in
and for a part score
How well you do does not depend as much on how good you are but rather on what
cards you hold
The only systems allowed are those played in JUNIOR Tournaments
For more information on rubber bridge – please contact Sue Brown or Richard Solomon

